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Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infects many people worldwide and it is a leading cause of
cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. Natural Killer (NK) cells have an important role
during HCV infection as a part of innate immune responses. Three subtypes of NK cells
are recognized: CD56dim CD16+ve, CD56bright CD16+ve and CD56–veCD16+ve. Natural
killers T (NKT) (CD3CD16CD56+ve) cells are subsets of T lymphocytes that help in
innate immune response because they can be directly cytotoxic. Our study was performed
to investigate the role of NK cells and NKT cells in the pathogenesis of HCV infection.
Our study was conducted on 30 adult patients (18 males and 12 females) with chronic
HCV infections. All patients were seropositive for HCV antibodies and positive for HCVRNA. Anti– CD56, Anti– Cd3, and Anti–perforine labeled monoclonal antibodies were used
for flow cytometry. There was a significant reduction in the frequency and function of the
NK cells (CD3- and CD56+) coincided with a quantitative imbalance of the CD56bright and
CD56dim Subsets within the total NK population. Also, there was a shift in NK subsets dim
into bright with a marked decrease in the CD56dim cell fraction as compared to CD56bright
cells. A decrease in the frequency and function of the NKT cells (CD3+ and CD56+) in the
peripheral blood of chronic HCV infected patients, compared to healthy controls, was
observed. NK and NKT cells play important roles in the pathogenesis of chronic hepatitis
C virus infection.

Introduction
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infections are a
major health problem worldwide, infecting
over 3 % of the populations. According to the
world health organization (WHO) estimates,
170 million peoples have chronic HCV
infections and that 3 to 4 million new
infections occur every year (Burke and Cox,

2010). Egypt has the highest HCV prevalence
in the world, where about 10-20 % of
population is infected with HCV. Subtype 4a
represents about 90 % of Egyptian HCV
infections (Mohamoud et al., 2013). Hepatitis
C viral persistence occurs in about 70-80% of
patients, and is associated with chronic liver
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inflammation and an increased risk for
cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma.
The immune responses of the patients play a
major role in the pathogenesis of infection;
however the role of the adaptive and innate
host immune responses and their respective
effect or functions have not been well studied
(Rehermann and Nascimbeni, 2005).
Most of the immunologic studies of HCV
were focused on the adaptive immune
response. In acute self-limited HCV infection,
severe response of the specific CD4 and CD8
T cell was observed and HCV antigens were
recognized by more than 10% of all
peripheral blood lymphocytes (Urbani et al.,
2005). HCV-specific CD4 and CD8 T cells
recruit to the liver at the same time with the
onset of liver injury. In chronic HCV
infection, ineffective and functionally
impaired HCV-specific T cells occurred
(Lechner et al., 2000).
On the other hand, the role of innate immune
response was not thoroughly studied in spite
of that the innate immune responses play an
important role in early effector functions and
in the activation and maintenance of adaptive
immune responses. Innate immune response
is responsible for persistent viral infections.
So, defects in innate immune responses may
affect the control of viral replication either
directly or indirectly. Innate immune
responses should be studied well because also
the liver is selectively enriched in components
of the innate immune system (Salem et al.,
2010)
The innate immune system is consisting of
epithelial surfaces, plasma proteins and many
cells such as NK cells, macrophages and
dendritic cells. These components play very
important role in the immune responses
against HCV (Torres et al., 2011). NK cells
are large bone marrow – derived cytotoxic

granular lymphocytes that differ from Tlymphocytes in that they do not express T-cell
antigen receptors or the pan – T marker CD3,
but are CD3- CD56+. They comprise 5-20% of
lymphocytes in the spleen, liver, and
peripheral blood, and are capable of
spontaneously killing tumor and virusinfected cells (Biron, 2010).
The antigens which can be used as NK cell
markers for clinical and basic research
purposes are CD56 and sometimes CD16. CD56
antigen is expressed by all human peripheral
blood cells capable of non MHC restricted
cytotoxicity; it appears to be identical to the
neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM). The
CD56 antigen itself appear not to participate
directly in NK killing of most target cells,
although a recent report suggests that CD56
can mediate adhesion of NK cells to CD 56
+ve tumour cell lines Vivier et al., (2009).
NK cells were defined phenotypically as CD
56+ve, CD3-ve lymphocytes (Janeway and
medzhitov, 2003)
Three subtypes of NK cells are recognized:
CD56dim CD16+ve, CD56bright CD16+ve, and
CD 56–veCD16+ve. CD56dim CD16+ve and
CD56bright CD16+ve subsets are the more
cytotoxic subsets of NK cells lizuka et al.,
(2008). CD56dim CD16+ve subset represent 90
% of the peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMN) NK cells and is the most cytotoxic
type cooper et al., (2005), while, CD56 bright
CD16+ve represent 10 % of PBMN- NK cells
(Bjorkstrom et al., 2010).
Natural killer T (NKT) were defined as cells
express a TCR along with NK cell receptors
such as CD16,CD56,CD69,CD94. Like T cells,
human NKT cells can be CD4 positive (Flesch
et al., 2000). NKT cells are CD3+CD56+
(Olszak et al., 2012). These cells can be
directly cytotoxic, produce an array of
cytokinesas (IFN)-γ, IL4, Granulocyte
macrophage colony stimulating factor and
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chemokines (Godfrey et al., 2004), Disruption
of NKT cell numbers or function results in
severe deficits in immune surveillance against
virus infected cells and tumor cells
(Bienemann et al., 2011). Decreased
frequency of CD3+CD56+ in chronic HCV
compared to healthy control liver has been
reported (Nandan et al., 2012).
NK cells differ from T cells in they do not
need antigen-specific priming to recognize
virus-infected cells, they produce cytotoxicity
Once activated. Their Antiviral effects occur
through released cytokines, such as interferon
(IFN)-γ and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α,
interleukin-12 and many chemokines and/or
cytolysis of abnormal or infected cells
through secretion of granzyme or perforin
(Dunn et al.,., 2007). Also they have antiviral
effect against many human viruses, such as
the herpes viruses, Epstein-Barr virus, and
Cytomegalovirus (Kuijpers et al., 2008). NK
cells recognize target cells via CD16 receptor
binding of IgG complexes on opsonized
targets or specific NK receptor binding of
target ligands (Lanier, 2005).
However, HCV can modulate the innate
immune response as following, interferon-γ
released by NK cells decreased by binding of
HCV E2 protein to the NK CD81 receptor.
Also, HCV core protein decreasing NK cell
activity against infected cells by increasing
major histocompatibility complex class I
expression on infected hepatocytes,. HCV
depresses dendritic cell function and number
these dendritic cells release cytokines IL-12
and IL-15, which augment NK cell function
and survival. However, HCV increases the
regulatory T cell population in the liver.
Regulatory T cells secrete transforming
growth factor–β and IL-10 to decrease NK
cell function. HCV proteins ablate signaling
pathways in the infected cell to block
intracellular pathways associated with innate
immunity. In the infected cell, the

nonstructural proteins of HCV interact with
various host adaptor molecules to block type I
interferon induction pathways and the
antiviral effects of interferon (Amadei et al.,
2010; Dessouki et al., 2010 and Feld et al.,
2010). Chronic HCV infection is associated
with reduced NK cell frequency and function
(perforin and interferon-γ secretion) in both
the peripheral blood and in the liver (Meier et
al., 2005). However, the definitive role of NK
cells in pathogenesis of chronic HCV
infection is still under investigation (Lee et
al., 2010).
The use of flowcytometry (FCM) to analyze
cell populations represents a major
technologic advance in medicine. It has
proven to be a valuable research tool in the
study of leukemia, lymphoma, autoimmunity,
tumor cell kinetics and chromosomal markers
(Ananya and Sally, 2014). In recent years,
this technique has become partical for use in
clinical laboratories (Ornatsky et al., 2010).
Five factors were leading to development of
FCM:
Laser
technology,
monoclonal
antibodies,
fluorochrome
chemistry,
cytochemical
staining
and
computer
processing. FCM is defined as a process in
which individual cells or other biological
particles are made to pass in a single file, in a
fluid stream "isotonic sheath fluid", through a
beam of light and by sensors, physical and
chemical characteristics of cells or particles
can be known (Lo and Gattardo, 2008).The
light source is typically a laser. As the cells
pass through the laser beam, photons of light
are emitted and scattered; these photons are
separated then collected by forward and side
light scatter detectors. The detected light
signal is converted into a digital with the aid
of photomultiplier tubes. The digital signal
generated by each cell is proportional to its
light emission and is plotted on a histogram
(Oranatsky et al., 2010).
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Materials and Methods
The present study was carried out on 30
chronic C virus infected patients and 10
healthy persons. The patients selected from
the hepatology, gastroentrology and infectious
diseases department of Tanta University
Hospitals from January 2015 to December
2015.All selected cases are of low viremia
(viral load was range from 10.000 – 100.000
IU/mL by quantitative RT-PCR for HCV –
RNA (Tanqman 48 – Roche).

1. 2 ml of blood was delivered into EDTA
containing tube (6mg %) for CBC and
flowcytometry.
2. 1.8 ml of was delivered into a tube
containing (0.2 ml trisodium cirate), in which
plasma was separated by centrifugation at
4000 rpm for 10 minutes, top yellow plasma
layer was withdrawn for PT.
3. 1.6 ml of blood was delivered into tube
containing (0.4 ml trisodium citrate) for ESR.
4. The rest of blood was delivered into plan
tube for liver function tests, ELISA and PCR.

Exclusion criteria
Exclusion criteria were patients with high and
very high viremia, patients with other viral
infections, patients with malignancy, patients
under steroid treatment and chemotherapy,
and patients under interferon treatment.
All individuals were subjected to the
following
Through history taking, Complete clinical
examination, Abdominal sonography (In
patients only), and laboratory investigations
which include: Complete blood count (CBC),
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate, Liver function
tests: Serum total and direct serum bilirubin,
Serum Alanine Aminotransferase (ALT),
Serum Aspartate Aminotransferase (AsT),
Serum albumin, Prothrombin time (PT), antihepatitis C Virus antibodies (anti – HCV) by
ELISA, R-T polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
for
quantitative
HCV-RNA,
and
Flowcytometric assessment of: Frequency and
phenotype NK cells using CD3/CD56
antibodies, NK cell function using antiperforin antibodies.

Flowcytometry process
Equipments
Flowcytometer
BDFACS
Calbur
BD
bioscience (USA), Automatic pipettes,
centrifuge,
vortex,
and
standard
flowcytometer tubes (falcon tubes, 5 ml
polyestern round bottom tube 12 ×75 mm,
non pyrogenic and sterile from BD bioscience
system). Each tube was labeled with the
patient's name.
Reagents
1. Monoclonal antibody labeled.
- Anti – CD 56 PE
- Anti – Cd 3 PERCP
- Anti – perforine FITC
(BD PharmingenTM1 Catologue
S57145, Lot: S 1322).

number:

2. Lysing solution: to lyse the RBCs provided
by BD.

Sampling

3. Washing solution which is composed of a
Phosphate buffered saline (PBS)

A venous blood sample (10 ml) was
withdrawn from each individual under aseptic
condition by a clean venipuncture and then
dispensed into four tubes:

4. Isotype control:
- PE Mouse IgG2a.
-PERCP Mouse IgG2a.
-FITC Mouse IgG2a.
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Method
1. 100 ul of the blood was mixed with 10 ul of
the anti- CD 56 PE Labeled and CD 3
monoclonal antibody PC-Labeled, mixed well
by vortex and incubated in the dark at 4oc for
30 minutes.
2. 1 ml of the lysing fluid (1 x) was added.
3. After mixing well by vortex and incubated
in the dark at 4oc for 20 minutes, centrifuged
then the supernatant was discarded.
4. We washed once using 3 ml of (PBS) mix
and vortexed at 3000 rpm for 5 minutes.
5. The supernatant was discarded after wash.
6. 1 ml of permeabilizing solution was added
for 10 minutes at room temperature.
7. We washed once using 3 ml of (PBS) mix
and vortexed at 3000 rpm for 5 minutes and
discarded the supernatant.
8. 10 u anti – perforine antibodies FITC
labeled was added and incubated in the dark
at 4oc for 30 minutes.
9. Then we washed twice using 3 ml of (PBS)
for each one, mixed and vortexed at 3000 rpm
for 5 minutes and discarded the supernatant.
10. 0.5 ml of PBS was added containing
paraformaldehyde (0.5%) to stabilize the
interaction to be read immediately or after a
while.
Flowcytometric analysis
1. The full alignment procedure was
performed for adjusting forward scatter. Side
scatter and photomultiplier tube (PMT).
2. The sample tube was introduced in the
machine and forced in the sheath by the

sample pressure "run button" where the laser
scatter was received on the both forward
scatter detectors and scale to show the cell
population in a basic histogram and to adjust
the regions.
3. 10.000 events (cells) at least were passed in
front of the laser (488nm) for each case from
which the lymphocytes were selectively gated
(surrounded by a line to separate them from
neutrophils and monocytes in the basic dot
blot) for immunophenotyping. The fraction of
cells coated by monoclonal was determined
inside the gated population of lymphocytes
and assessed in a single dot blot. So, the data
was plotted on many dot blots. The first one
was forward scatter (FS) versus side scatter
(SS) where the lymphocyte cells are
electronically-gated. The other blots were log
fluorescence skewing the frequency of the
cells that are positive or negative for the used
antibodies (Figs. 1–7).
Results and Discussion
There was significant lower percentage of
peripheral NK and NKT cells among patients
when compared to controls. The mean level in
patients was 9.37for NK cells and 6.24 for
NKT cells (Table 1). A high percentage of
CD56bright NK cells subsets in patients
compared to controls were found, while
percentage of CD56dimNK cells subsets was
higher in controls than in patients. These
differences were statistically significant
(Table 2). We also noticed that perforin
production by peripheral NK cells was
significantly lower in patients than in controls
as the mean level in patients was 48.67 and in
controls was 71.84 (Table 3). Similarly, the
study showed that perforin production by
peripheral NKT cells was significantly lower
in patients than in controls as the mean level
in patients was 31.57 and in controls was
51.94 (Table 4). The present study
investigated the frequency of peripheral NK
cells and NKT cells in 30 patients with
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chronic HCV infection, focusing on their
subsets and function (perforin production) as
compared to10 healthy controls.
Upon analysis of the frequency and function,
we found that there were decrease in the
frequency of these cells [The mean level in
patients was 9.37 for NK cells and 6.24 for
NKT cells (Table 1)], together with a
quantitative imbalance of the CD56 bright and

CD56dim subsets within the total NK
population. There was a shift in NK subsets
from dim into bright, with a marked decrease
in the CD56Dim cell fraction (26.7%) as
compared to CD56 bright cells (73.3%). As
regard to the function of cells (perforin
production) by both NK and NKT cells, it was
significantly decreased (P value was 0.012
and 0.001, respectively).

Table.1 Comparison between chronic HCV patients and controls as regard the frequency of
peripheral NK and NKT cells
Range
Patients
Control
Patients
Control

NKT cells
NK

–
–
–
–

0.46
4.75
2.43
4.94

15.98
21.32
22.74
23.54

Mean

± S. D

6.24
11.84
9.37
14.83

±
±
±
±

4.86
4.13
4.59
5.17

t. test

p. value

3.264

0.002*

3.163

0.003*

Table.2 comparison between chronic HCV patients and controls as regard the frequency of
subsets of peripheral NK
Groups
Subsets of NK cells

Patients

Control

Chi-square

N
8

%
26.7

N
8

%
80

X2

P-value

CD56bright

22

73.3

2

20

8.892

0.003*

Total

30

100

10

100

CD56

dim

Table.3 Comparison between chronic HCV patients and controls as regard the perforin
production by peripheral NK cells
NK
cells
production
+ve
-ve

Perforin

Range

Patients
Control
Patients

10
54
12

Control

14

–

Mean

± S. D

86
– 85
– 90

48.67
71.84
45.95

± 26.84
± 11.26
± 20.57

– 42

27.42

± 9.37
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t. test

p. value

2.642

0.012*

2.744

0.009*
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Table.4 comparison between chronic HCV patients and controls as regard the perforin
production by peripheral NKT cells
NKTcellsPerforin
production
+ve
-ve

Range
Patients
Control
Patients

16
34
24

Control

12

–

Mean

± S. D

52
– 70
– 94

31.57
51.94
58.73

± 11.25
± 9.25
± 21.68

– 50

31.83

± 13.52

t. test

p. value

5.162

0.001*

3.674

0.001*

Fig.1 Dot blot showing forward scatter (FS) versus side scatter (SS) where the lymphocyte cells
are electronically-gated patient

Fig.2 Dot blot gated on lymphocytes showing CD3-/CD56+ (UL:5.6%) in which CD3-/CD56+
dim (R 3:2.0%) and CD3-/ CD56+ bright (R2:3.6%) and CD3+/CD56+ (UR:1.02%)
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Fig.3 Dot blot gated on CD3-/CD56+ showing perforin production by peripheral NK cells (43%)
with perforin production by CD3-/CD56+ dim (R4: 32%) and CD3-/CD56+ bright (R5:11 %)

Fig.4 Dot blot gated on CD3+/ CD56+ showing perforin production by peripheral NKT (UR:
0.25%)
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Fig.5 Dot blot gated on lymphocytes showing CD3-/ CD56+ (UL: 8.2%) in which CD3-/ CD56+
dim (R3: 6.2%) and CD3-/ CD56+ bright (R2: 2%) and CD3+/CD56+ (UR: 1.8%)

Fig.6 Dot blot gated on CD3-/ CD56+ showing perforin production by peripheral NK cells
(74.3%) in which perforin production by CD3-/ CD56+dim (R4: 60.3%) and by CD3-/ CD56+
bright (R5: 14%)
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Fig.7 Dot blot gated on CD3+/ CD56+ showing perforin production by peripheral
NKT (UR: 0.47%)

Meier et al., (2005) and Rivero et al., (2013)
detected similar results to that of our study,
They revealed that this shift influenced
phenotype and functional capacity (gamma
interferon production capacity of the NK
subset CD56dim observed in HIV and HCV
patient were found to be associated with a
significant reduction in serum levels of the
innate cytokine interleukin 15 (IL-15). CD56
dim and CD56bright subsets differ in their
perforin content, where CD56bright cells are low
in perforin, CD56dim cells express higher levels
of perforin. Upon analysis of perforin
expression by NK subsets from control, they
found that in HIV+ and HCV+ individuals,
there was an altered subset distribution, where
the percentage of CD56dimperforin high NK
cells was diminished resulting in a lower level
of perforin expression in the total NK pool.

of T cell responses and in clearance of HCV
infection.

Also, Neumann et al., (2001) found the same
results to us among patients with HCV
infection, but not among patients who cleared
HCV infection after antiviral therapy or
among healthy individuals. Additionally,
Elletier et al., (2010) demonstrated that NK
cells are activated during acute HCV
regardless of infection outcome and may play
an indirect role through induction and priming

Another study performed by Golden- Mason
et al., (2008) showed that the frequency and
cytotoxic capacity of the overall NK
peripheral pool was decreased in patients with
HCV infection. Similarly, Tom et al., (2012)
detected that NKT cells were significantly
decreased among chronic HCV – infected
patients, they suggested that possible
explanations for the decreased frequency of

In line with this, a Japanese study
demonstrated that combination therapy of
pegylated interferon (IFN- α) and ribavirin
improved NK distribution and functions, and
significantly increased their numbers among
HCV – cleared patients. The authors observed
that relapsing patients failed to recover NK
functions and numbers, these results suggest
that NK alteration caused by HCV infection
may be due to the impairment of cellular
immune response, which might result in
chronic diseases. Also, it has been shown that
NK cells isolated from patients with chronic
HCV were less effective in killing hepatoma
cells and in producing IFN- γ than NK Cells
from healthy donors Dessouki et al., (2010).
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NK and NKT cells in chronic HCV patients
may include apoptosis of the cells, down
regulation of the cell receptors, decreased
production, or compartmentalization into
peripheral organs, In addition, binding of HCVE2 protein to CD81, a human cell surface
molecule found on the surface of almost all
nucleated cells, blocks NK cell function, and
provides the virus with an efficient immune
escape strategy capable of limiting the antiviral
activity of NK cells early in the infectious
process Golden- Mason and Rosen (2013).
In order to explain if the decreased frequency of
peripheral NK and NKT cells in chronic HCV
patients is due to accumulation in the liver or
not, many studies have shown, using liver
biopsy, that the frequency of NK and NKT cells
in the liver decreased in parallel with the
histological progression of HCV, and that their
cytotoxicity and ability to secrete cytokines
correlated inversely with the degree of liver
affection. It has been demonstrated that
cytolytic activity of NK and NKT cells is
inversely associated with the stage of liver
fibrosis, suggesting that these cells may be
protective against liver disease progression Gao
and Radaeva, (2013).
In our study we didn’t compare cells between
peripheral blood and liver. Contrarily, Cormac
et al., (2014) showed an enrichment of NK cells
in healthy liver as compared to the peripheral
blood where they observed more NK cells in the
liver of uninfected individuals as compared to
the blood (52.27% vs. 9.8%, p>0.01). This
difference was not seen in the setting of HCV
infection, though this has been suggested to be a
consequence of relative dilution due to T-cell
infiltration which is supported by the increased
T: NK cell ratio in HCV- infected livers. Given
the altered distribution of the functionally
distinct CD56 bright and CD56 dim NK cell subsets
in secondary lymphoid tissues and the liver,
they investigated whether these populations
were skewed in the context of HCV infection.
As described for other tissue-resident NK cells,
they observed an enrichment of the
immunoregulatory CD56 bright population over

the cytotoxic CD56 dim population in the liver
versus the blood of both HCV – infected
(p=0.0005) and – uninfected (p>0.0001)
individuals. This enrichment was striking, with
CD56 bright NK cells as they accounting for up to
85% of the total NK cell population in the liver
of some individuals. As such, no difference in
the subset distribution was observed among
infected or uninfected subjects, demonstrating
that certain NK cell populations universally
compartmentalize to the liver, which remain
relatively unperturbed in HCV infection.
Pembroke et al., (2014) also found a similar
result to Cormac et al., (2014).
In general, our study indicated the regulated
effects HCV on the number and function of NK
and NKT cells. This regulated effect can be
suggested to be among the factors that mediate
the escape mechanisms of HCV from anti-viral
host response.
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